
Group 3

What are the opportunities for cost sharing, price making through the supply chain?

ENRD Thematic Group 
‘Sustainability agreements: Implications for 

business, the environment and the consumer’
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Clarification: the norm text obviously does not 
specifically refers to prices as ist refers to all 

restrictions of Competition (including prices). But see 
for specification the commission communication "A 

Competition polify fit for new challenges": “The 
derogation [Art. 210a CMO] provides the opportunity 

for farmers to adopt greener practices in agriculture in 
exchange for various benefits (higher prices, longer- 

term supply relationships, etc.)."
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In what ways can the existence of Sustainability Agreements be helpful in enabling fair 
prices to producers, manufacturers and retailers?

What are your key takeaways from the session?
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How to make sure 
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a price premium?
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Legal framework have 
to be clear on legal 

prices, co- investment
Financing investments for 
sustainability and organic 
conversion - how does it 

make a difference?


